
RIPPED PAPER TEXTURE

Are you looking for Torn Paper vectors or photos? We have free Download on Freepik your photos, PSD, icons or
vectors of Torn Paper. Paper texture.

Ripped Vector Paper Texture. Your brush settings should still be in place and appropriate colour selected, go
ahead and Stroke the Path using the Brush option to produce more fibrous particles. Grunge Torn Paper
Texture Download Have you ever torn apart a brown carton and cared to look at the edges you created? Burnt
Ripped Paper Texture A paper that has been saved even after going through burns and rips sounds like holding
something very important. Download A torn piece of paper can mean many things and thus can be used in the
most creative ways. Plain Torn Paper Texture In this case, the torn paper texture has been given an interesting
twist by adding a shine effect to it. This produces the basics of the torn paper, but paper is more than jus a
block of flat colour. The implications are limitless and depend upon the creativity of the designer. We all did
this as kids and it can thus be a creative texture to work with. To make it more realistic we need subtle texture
and creases. Old Torn Paper Texture Download If you have been looking for some realistic old looking paper
textures, here is it. Select an appropriate colour for your paper and fill the selection on a new layer. Use it in
less complicated graphic design project where the message matters more! Ensure the Tool is selected as Brush
from the drop down and Simulate Pressure is off. The edges of the paper texture feature cuts and fade marks
and can work as a perfect creative frame for your design. You just got to have this asset in your graphic
designing toolkit. Fill this selection in a much lighter tint than the first colour on a new layer. Be as creative as
possible. Change the tolerance to 1px to keep the path close to the original mask. Head over to the Brush
Options window, change the Shape Dynamics settings as show to create a fibrous stroke. Paper is often made
up of several layers which can become exposed when torn, to make the torn paper effect realistic create a
another freehand selection using the Lasso Tool. Merge your layers and add the new paper texture to your
designs, notice the tiny fibrous edges and subtle texture up close which together give effect a realistic paper
look. In this texture, you get both a rip and an interesting blend of aged colors. If your work is somewhat
related to brown boxes, this could be a great asset on your side. The idea here is ripping away a part of the
cover to expose the message inside! This can be a very interesting background material for you work. White
Ripped Paper Texture Download A very realistic texture of ripped white paper, this can make a unique
presence in your website, app or print material. Start with your blank document in Adobe Photoshop, use the
Lasso Tool freehand to create the outline of the torn edge and continue the selection across the lower half of
the document. Representative of the very visuals is this ripped paper texture. Ripped Edge Texture Download
Now this texture is all about the visuals when you have put holes in a piece of paper using pencil! Move the
layer around to find an interesting section with plenty of creases and texture. An interesting blend of color and
gradient, this texture is quite intricate and consequently can be a great background material for a range of
work. For starters, the hole can actually be the frame for your message! The texture is complete with all the
grains, shadows and perfect highlights that make it look natural. The visual here is just the same as you would
find when pulling up a book from the closet that belonged to your grandfather some fifty years ago. Free
Ripped Paper Texture Download Now, this one makes perfect sense if you are trying to design a unique poster
or hoarding. Change the blending mode to Multiply to render the light areas of the image transparent. Repeat
this again if necessary to produce a realistic amount of stray fibres from the edge of the paper.


